
Difficulty Level = 8
It took several days before the Dream-chaser and her fleet 
arrived at the coast of Umbar. With the fleet’s sails restored, 
they were able to harness the full strength of the wind. By the 
time they spotted the first watch tower off the coast, they were 
exhausted. But they knew they had no choice but to press on, for 
they were deep in Corsair waters, and there was no turning back.

“There!” one of the Elven sailors shouted from the bow of the 
ship. He pointed to the south, his keen eyes spotting something 
through the night fog. “The Stormcaller! We’ve caught it!” The 
crew prepared for battle, and a surge of adrenaline coursed 
through them. They gained quickly on the Stormcaller, and could 
hear the ruckus shouts, cries and curses coming from its raiders.

It wasn’t long before alarms sounded from the coast. The watch 
towers had spotted them. It was now or never.

“The City of Corsairs” is played with an encounter deck built 
with all the cards from the following encounter sets: The City of 
Corsairs, Coast of Umbar, Stormy Weather, Umbar Fleet, Voyage 
Across Belegaer, Corsair Raiders, and The Dream-chaser’s Fleet. 
(Stormy Weather, Umbar Fleet, Voyage Across Belegaer, Corsair 
Raiders, and The Dream-chaser’s Fleet can be found in  
The Grey Havens deluxe expansion to The Lord of the Rings: 
The Card Game.)

TM

From Sea to Land
This Adventure Pack includes two different encounter sets: 
The City of Corsairs encounter set and the Coast of Umbar 
encounter set. The Setup effect for this scenario instructs the 
players to shuffle the Corsair Raiders, Stormy Weather, Umbar 
Fleet, Voyage Across Belegaer, and Coast of Umbar encounter 
sets into an encounter deck and make it the active encounter 
deck. Then, the players set The City of Corsairs encounter 
set aside, as an inactive second encounter deck. This second 
encounter deck is not used until the players finish stage 1.

When the players reach stage 2B, they are instructed to shuffle 
the Corsair Deck and Corsair discard pile into the second 
encounter deck. Then, they search the encounter deck and 
discard pile for each copy of Watch Tower and each copy 
of Battle-hardened, and shuffle those cards into the second 
encounter deck as well (copies of Watch Tower that are 
currently in play should remain in play). Finally, the players 
set the current encounter deck aside, inactive, and the second 
encounter deck becomes the active encounter deck. This 
represents the transition from sailing the seas to traveling the 
streets of Umbar, and the heroes must continue their journey 
without the use of their ships.

Indestructible
An enemy with the indestructible keyword cannot be destroyed 
by damage, even when it has damage on it equal to its hit points.
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4 ., Sahir staggered in pain as he was dealt the final blow,
leaning against a stone pillar for support. He clutched the
black sword in his hands with surprising strength for one
so mortally wounded. “ No... The sword... is mine ...” the
captain stammered. The words came slowly for him, every
breath wracked with pain.

One of the heroes approached Sahir warily. The captain’s
blade was different from the cutlass he’d carried before. It
was etched with runes and forged from a black metal the
heroes did not recognize. Judging from its size and material ,

it was clear that this blade was the object in the black chest
- the artifact Sahir was after all along. He turned towards
Sahir with pity in his eyes. The captain had never been a
good man, but the heroes could see now that his obsession
for power had been warped by the artifact. Having traveled
with the captain for a short time, they could see the madness
had changed him. “ What is this blade, truly?” the hero

I asked. “ How did you know where to find it? ”
Bpli ’
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F Sahir laughed, as he always had in the face of death,

although this time it didn’t seem like he would escape his
fate. “ You’re asking the wrong question,’’ he croaked,
his sentence interrupted by bloody coughs. “ Not what,

but whose.’’

“ Whose?” The hero repeated. He recalled Calphon s visions
and looked upon the blade once more, examining its dark
runes. “ This blade was not forged by Elves, Dwarves, or
Man. Who forged it, then? Was it forged in old Numenor?”

Sahir grinned, backing away to the edge of the balcony
overlooking the sea. “ Aye, it was forged an age ago, by one
who was very wise, deep in the counsel of the King, and
skilled in the art of smithing.” The heroes ’ eyes widened, as
Lord Calphon had recounted to them the tale of the fall of
Numenor. “ It was forged by Sauron. ”

The heroes finally understood. The Dark Lord’s power
corrupted all it touched, and Sahir was no exception. “ We
cannot let the Enemy get ahold of this,’’ one of the heroes
said, stepping forward and motioning to the blade. "Sahir.
hand it over.’’ The captain shook his head and inched
further backwards, leaning dangerously close to the edge of
the balcony.

“ No!” he barked, clutching the blade closely. “ I will
not hand to you the instrument of my doom, ” he said,
grimacing. He leaned over the edge of the balcony and
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a Corsair. I shall have a Corsair s death,” he exclaimed,
grinning wickedly. “ And I shall take the sword with me into
the depths! ”

With that , Captain Sahir closed his eyes and threw himself
over the balcony, falling into the ocean below. The heroes
ran to the edge, but they were too late.

"So ends Captain Sahir ofUmbar, ” one of the heroes
declared in pity for the fallen captain. Neither the captain’s
body, nor the sword he carried, could be seen below the
waves crashing against the rocks. They pushed the black
chest over the edge of the balcony, and threw its matching
key into the ocean as well, so as to remove all traces of the
artifact from the city.

“ The voyage of the Dream-chaser is at an end as well,”
one of the heroes added. The shouts of Corsairs were still
near, and they were deep in enemy territoiy with little hope
of escape.

The story continues in the next deluxe expansion to
The Lord of the Rings: The Card Game.
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Jk earon ran as fast as he could down through
m the temple halls, his greaves pounding•against the stonework. The knight had

been tasked by Elendil with a sacred duty, and had
little time to carry out his mission. The agents of
the Deceiver would be at the temple shortly, and he
needed to reach the chamber Elendil had spoken of
before them, tie kicked open a pair of wooden doors
and continued through the temple, revidsed by the
statues and tapestries of Morgoth that lined the halls.
How had his people fallen so low? How had they
turned so arrogant that they turned their backs upon
the Valar and declared war upon Aman?

There was little time left. The ships of the Faithful
woidd be leaving soon, before anyone knew what fate
awaited the King’s men. Finally, Aearon descended
into the lower hall, slowing to a halt when he saw that
he was not alone.

The robed figure was closing the lid on a long black
chest. Aearon could see the shimmer of a black blade
just as the chest closed. He then heard it clasp and
lock. The robed man turned to Aearon and smiled,
holding the chest under his arm. Beneath the smile,
Aearon could see something sinister.

“ You should not be here,” The knight said, drawing
his long blade. The other man shook his head.

IDespite his skill in swordsmanship, in the chaos of
the shaking earth, the robed man was able to slip his
dagger underneath Aearon s chain shirt, stabbing him
in the gut. They rolled and grappled on the ground for
a few moments before the quake ceased and the man
was able to stand again. He picked the chest up off the
ground and ran for the exit.

Aearon cursed his fate. He was unable to destroy the
artifact, and his wound was bleeding profusely. But not
all was lost. Opening his clenched fist, he examined the
black iron key the robed man had placed in his pouch.
Aearon had been able to rip the pouch from the man’s
belt during the brawl. The acolyte seemed none the
wiser. Wounded, but able to walk, Aearon climbed the
steps to the main chamber and started back to Elendil’s
ships. They were anchored off the eastern shore, far
enough from land that he woidd have to take a canoe
and row out to sea. Perhaps Elendil would know what
to do with the key.

It was then that Aearon saw the punishment of the
Valar from the temple’s open balcony.

The world shook again. The sea churned and the wind
became a torrent that collapsed buildings in its wrath.
From the west, waves as high as mountaintops crashed
into the island, obliterating the city below the temple,
at the base of the mountain. He could hear the screams
of men and women as the city flooded and the island
began to sink beneath the waves.
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r H“ lam an acolyte of the King’s royal advisor, ’’ the man
said, placing a long black key into the pouch on his
belt. “ You are the one who has come to this holy place The knight knew he wouldn’t be able to make it to the
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without permission.” His smile became a scowl, and
he drew a dagger from his sleeve. “ Trespassing upon
this sacred ground is treason.”

ships in time. So, he decided on another course of
action. Running back into the chamber where the black
chest first lay, he placed the key upon the pedestal and
prayed to the Valar with all of his heart: “ Let none
discover this key save for one of the Faithful, of true
Numenorean blood. Let its whereabouts be forever
shrouded from the servants of Morgoth.

%

m Aearon was running out of time. The chest-and its
contents-had to be destroyed. The vile artifact could
not be allowed to leave Numenor. Aearon blocked
the passage upstairs with his body, waiting for the
opportune moment to strike as the man with the
dagger approached slowly. Then, the world shook to
its core.

Both men were startled by the quake, but Aearon used
it to his advantage, lunging at his foe in an attempt
to take him by surprise. The scuffle ended quickly.
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Hoping the Valar would hear his plea, he sealed them i
p

entrance to the chamber and watched as Elendil s ships :p j
sailed to safety in the east. s ' jgj - rp-.-pCi
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Design Notesmm ^ underneath the waves. Because we wanted the players to visit more
than one uncharted island throughout the cycle, we suggest that he
had just enough time to send agents to recover the chest, but not
enough time for those agents to fully escape the wrath of the Valar.
Sauron’s ability to manipulate dreams is also a power we suggest
he may have had, considering his influence over the minds of men.

Sauron was indeed caught in the wreck ofNumenor, so that the
bodily form in which belong had walked perished; but he fled

hack to Middle-earth, a spirit of hatred borne upon a dark wind.

~

: "

FAThe Return of the King Lastly, in our story we suggest that the Corsairs of Umbar are a
people led astray by centuries of leadership by Black Numenoreans T
and propaganda in the form of hatred for the Gondorians. In
order to explore the culture and personality of the Corsairs, we
introduced Na’asiyah, a hardened but troubled pirate, and Sahir’s
second-in-command. Na’asiyah is our way of showcasing one of
the themes of Tolkien’s work: that through mutual understanding,
adversaries can come together in peace, especially to unite against
a common foe. Through the heroes’ compassion and Na’asiyah’s
discovery of Sahir’s true motivations, she and the heroes are able to
put their differences aside and work together.

Overall, we hope to have presented a story that draws from
Tolkien's vision while simultaneously exploring uncharted
territory within Middle-earth, just as our heroes did during the
“ Dream-chaser” cycle. We hope that you’ve enjoyed this cycle’s
challenges, and look forward to what comes next!

£ '
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The story of “ The Grey Havens” and the “ Dream-chaser” cycle
focuses on the tale of Numenor and its downfall, a story firsT
told during The Lord of the Rings but truly expanded upon in its

i appendices. When Numenor conquered the forces of Mordor during
‘ the second age, Sauron humbled himself to the king ofNumenor,

Ar-Pharazon, and wras taken prisoner. Knowing he could not best
the might ofNumenor on the field of battle, the cunning Dark Lord

; let himself be captured so he could influence Numenor from within.
Slowiy, he corrupted those around him, takinu advantage of their

jj!fear of death, their arrogance, and their envy of the Elves. This was
the beginning of the end for Numenor.

As these events occurred several thousands of years ago, we
needed to contrive a reason for our heroes to travel to Numenor‘s
ruins. Using the tale of Numenor’s downfall as the foundation for

jij|
|f our story, we first invented an ancient artifact forged by Sauron in

the heart ofNumenor, at the height of his power. Given Sauron’s
skill in forging artifacts of great power, we suggest that he would

- have wanted an instrument of war, to wield on the field of battle.
||After all, Sauron was not content simply influencing the minds of

men-his ultimate goal was always to conquer Middle-earth. But
Sauron had no such blade during the War of the Last Alliance, so
in our story, he was unable to bring the blade back to Mordor when
Numenor fell. The black key was lost when Numenor sank, and
his agents sent to retrieve the chest were carried east on a great

I wave (like Elendil himself), only to become shipwTecked on an
: abandoned island off the southern coast of Middle-earth. With the

knowledge of the key’s location lost to the Dark Lord, he bided his
I time until he could find a way to recover it.
||
§• With his power rising once more during the time period of The
I Lord of the Rings: The Card Game, Sauron seized upon this
| opportunity. First, he needed one of Numenorean blood to find the

p key. His hapless victim was Lord Calphon, one of many characters
created for the purposes of our story, whose dreams and visions

|| were planted by none other than the Dark Lord himself Sauron
then ordered his servants to find a captain skilled enough to follownn|i
Lord Calphon and recover the key. That captain was Sahir, the

> villain of the “ Dream-chaser” cycle, who was told of the artifact
I and its power. He then began to covet that power for himself-a

f common theme among villains in The Lord of the Rings.
s f i N I'f t " f t ; . . . :

We hope that you have enjoyed the story we’ve created in the
if “ The Grey Havens” and the “ Dream-chaser” cycle, and appreciate

our efforts to keep the characters and events grounded within the
I context of Tolkien’s works. Of course, there are many liberties we
jifft

_
I) take within our story that we hope hardcore fans of The Lord of

the Rings will forgive. For example, while we know of at least one
peak ofNumenor that may not have sunk completely underwater,

l : for our story we suggest there may have been several such peaks,

v It is also unlikely that Sauron had any time to prepare for the
|||Downfall ofNumenor, for he surely would have escaped himself

- otherwise. It is therefore likely that all of his belongings-including
the chest containing his blade would have stayed behind and sank
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